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Make your trip to France as rich and varied as the country
itself with this updated travel e-guide! Whether you want to be
awed by fairy tale châteaux, stroll amid French lavender fields
or lose yourself in world-renowned art museums, your DK
Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that
France has to offer. Inside the pages of this France travel eguide, you'll discover: - Our pick of France's must-sees, top
experiences, hidden gems, and the best spots to eat, drink,
shop, and stay - Detailed maps and walks make navigating
the city easy - Easy-to-follow itineraries to help you plan your
trip - Expert advice and travel tips to help you get ready, get
around, and stay safe - Color-coded chapters to every part of
France, from Brittany to the French Alps, Provence to the
Pyrénées Visit the home of Romance Cross France off your
bucket list and make planning your trip simple with this
updated edition of DK Eyewitness: France. Stunning
photographs and illustrations combined with expert advice and
trusted tips bring this breathtaking country to life. France
provides it all, with a dash of that characteristic je ne sais
quoi. From the dazzling beaches in Nice, the lush vineyards of
Bordeaux, and the Alpine mountains, each region has its own
robust history and lively culture to inspire visitors. Discover
colorful French villages like Riquewihr - immortalized in
Disney's Beauty and the Beast or experience the captivating
art galleries in Paris and more! DK Eyewitness France has
been updated regularly to make sure the information is as upto-date as possible following the COVID-19 outbreak. Don't
stop travelling - there's more to Eyewitness For more than two
decades, DK Eyewitness guides have helped travelers
experience the world through the history, art, architecture, and
culture of their destinations. Expert travel writers and
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researchers provide independent advice, recommendations,
and reviews. Discover guidebooks to hundreds of places
around the globe!
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher
Discover the freedom of open roads with Lonely Planet
Chateaux of the Loire Valley Road Trips, your passport to
uniquely encountering Loire Valley and Burgundy by car.
Featuring four amazing road trips, plus up-to-date advice on
the destinations you'll visit along the way, see famous
chateaux, wines and medieval architecture, all with your
trusted travel companion. Get to France, rent a car, and hit the
road! Inside Lonely Planet Chateaux of the Loire Valley Road
Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout
Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes
for your needs and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read,
full-colour route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get
around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the
road - local driving rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at
your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful
features - including Detours, Walking Tours and Link Your Trip
Covers Loire Valley, Burgundy, Route des Grands Crus,
Chinon and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet
devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline
maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt
dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet Chateaux of the Loire Valley Road Trips is perfect for
exploring Loire Valley and Burgundy via the road and
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discovering sights that are more accessible by car. About
Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand,
providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve
printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travelers. You’ll also find our
content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine
international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks,
and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book
may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet Iceland is your passport to the most relevant, upto-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Splash around in the Blue Lagoon's
geothermal water, catch a glimpse of the celestial Northern
Lights, or take a boat trip among the icebergs; all with your
trusted travel companion.
When the only daughter of a wealthy Indian newspaper
magnate drops out of her Californian college and joins an
ashram, hard-working Inspector Ghote, 'one of the great
creations of detective fiction' (Alexander McCall Smith), is sent
to California to persuade her to return to Bombay, in this
classic mystery - with a brand-new introduction by bestselling
author Vaseem Khan. Wealthy Indian newspaper magnate
Ranjee Shahani has a problem. His daughter Nirmala, who he
sent to California to finish her education before her upcoming
arranged marriage, has dropped out of college. Not only that,
but she has joined an ashram near Los Angeles and emptied
her bank account. Unsure how to proceed, Mr Shahani turns
to his good friend the Minister for Police for help. Hardworking, self-effacing Inspector Ghote of the Bombay CID is
dismayed to find that instead of spending his upcoming
holiday with his wife, he's being sent to Los Angeles to wrest
Ranjee Shahani's daughter from an ashram - and from the
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clutches of its famous leader, the Swami With No Name.
Assisted by a boastful, patronising private detective hired by
Mr Shahani, Ghote attempts to persuade Nirmala to return
with him to Bombay. But before he can win her trust, events
take an unexpectedly deadly turn . . .
Lonely Planet France
Lonely Planet France's Best Trips 2
Epic Drives of the World
DK Eyewitness France

From Lonely Planet, the world's leading travel guide
publisher, Wine Trails, the first book in Lonely
Planet's "Perfect Weekends" series, introduces the
secret gems in well-known regions such as Napa
and Sonoma, Tuscany, Burgundy and Rioja, and
also explores off-the-beaten-path regions in Georgia,
Greece and beyond. Detailed itineraries
recommending the most interesting wineries and the
best places to stay and eat in 52 wine regions near
major cities make this perfect for travel enthusiasts
who enjoy wine. Winemakers offer personal insights
into what wines to taste and why they're special and
help you to understand a place, its people and their
traditions through the wine that is made there.
Gorgeous photography, maps and in-the-know
authors complete the package. Authors: Lonely
Planet, Mark Andrew, Robin Barton, Sarah Bennett,
Lee Snider, John Brunton, Bridget Gleeson, Virginia
Maxwell, Jeremy Quinn, Helen Ranger, and Luke
Waterson. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely
Planet has become the world's leading travel media
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company with guidebooks to every destination, an
award-winning website, mobile and digital travel
products, and a dedicated traveller community.
Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also
enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to
understand more of the culture of the places in which
they find themselves. 'Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's
hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of
people how to travel the world.' -- Fairfax Media
'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no
other.' - New York Times Lonely Planet guides have
won the TripAdvisor Traveler's Choice Award in
2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide
publisher Discover the freedom of open roads with
Lonely Planet Chateaux of the Loire Valley Road
Trips, your passport to uniquely encountering Loire
Valley and Burgundy by car. Featuring four amazing
road trips, plus up-to-date advice on the destinations
you'll visit along the way, see famous chateaux,
wines and medieval architecture, all with your trusted
travel companion. Get to France, rent a car, and hit
the road! Inside Lonely Planet Chateaux of the Loire
Valley Road Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous
photography throughout Itineraries and planning
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advice to pick the right tailored routes for your needs
and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read, fullcolour route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to
get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be
safe on the road - local driving rules, parking, toll
roads Essential info at your fingertips - hours of
operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest
reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
Useful features - including Detours, Walking Tours
and Link Your Trip Covers Loire Valley, Burgundy,
Route des Grands Crus, Chinon and more The
Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Chateaux of the Loire
Valley Road Trips is perfect for exploring Loire
Valley and Burgundy via the road and discovering
sights that are more accessible by car. Looking for
more extensive coverage? Lonely Planet France's
Best Trips covers road trip itineraries for the whole
country, Lonely Planet France, our most
comprehensive guide to France, is perfect for
exploring both top sights and lesser-known gems, or
check out Discover France, a photo-rich guide to the
country's most popular attractions. Also looking for a
guide focused Paris? Check out Lonely Planet Paris
for a comprehensive look at all the city has to offer,
or Pocket Paris, a handy-sized guide focused on the
can't-miss sights for a quick trip. There's More in
Store for You: See more of Europe's picturesque
country sides and have a richer, more authentic
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experience by exploring Europe by car with Lonely
Planet's Road Trips guides to Normandy & D-Day
Beaches and Provence & Southeast France or
Lonely Planet's Best Trips guides to France, Italy
and Ireland. Authors: Written and researched by
Lonely Planet About Lonely Planet: Since 1973,
Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel
media company with guidebooks to every
destination, an award-winning website, mobile and
digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller
community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but
also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths
to understand more of the culture of the places in
which they find themselves.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide
publisher Discover 200 of the best places to ride a
bike in this beautifully illustrated hardback. From
family-friendly, sightseeing urban rides to epic
adventures off the beaten track. Destinations range
from France and Italy, for the world's great bike
races, to the wilds of Mongolia and Patagonia.
These journeys will inspire - whether you are an
experienced cyclist or just getting started. The book
is organised by continent. In the Americas we join a
family bikepacking trip in Ecuador; we pedal the
Natchez Trace Parkway and stop at legendary music
spots; we ride the Pacific Coast Highway in Oregon
and California; go mountain biking in Moab and
Canada; and explore the cities of Buenos Aires and
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New York by bicycle. European rides include easygoing trips around Lake Constance, along the
Danube and the Loire, and coast-to-coast routes;
routes in Tuscany, Spain and Corsica; and
professional journeys up Mt Ventoux and around the
Tour of Flanders. In Asia, we venture through
Vietnam's valleys; complete the Mae Hong Son
circuit in northern Thailand; cross the Indian
Himalayas; and pedal through Bhutan. And in
Australia and New Zealand we take in Tasmania and
Queensland by mountain bike; cycle into Victoria's
high country and around Adelaide on road bikes; and
try some of New Zealand's celebrated cycle trails.
Each ride is illustrated with stunning photography
and a map. A toolkit of practical details - where to
start and finish, how to get there, where to stay and
more - helps riders plan their own trips. There are
also suggestions for three more similar rides around
the world for each story. Each piece shows how
cycling is a fantastic way to get to know a place, a
people and their culture. About Lonely Planet:
Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the
world's leading travel guide publisher with
guidebooks to every destination on the planet, gift
and lifestyle books and stationery, as well as an
award-winning website, magazines, a suite of mobile
and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller
community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable
curious travellers to experience the world and to truly
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get to the heart of the places they find themselves in.
TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013,
2014, and 2015 winner in Favorite Travel Guide
category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like
no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's
hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of
people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media
(Australia) Important Notice: The digital edition of
this book may not contain all of the images found in
the physical edition.
The brand-new Rough Guide to The Loire is the
essential guide to one of France''s most popular
regions. A World Heritage Site, The Loire is famed
for its soft, fertile countryside and a marvellous
parade of chÃ¢teaux. The main section of the guide
has informed accounts of every attraction from the
fascinating troglodyte dwellings carved out of rockfaces around Saumur to the compelling gardens at
Villandry. The listings tell you where to find the best
wines, the tastiest goat''s cheese and the most
interesting places to stay. There are maps and plans
throughout and a full-colour introductory section
listing the author''s favourite ''things not to miss''. In
the contexts section there is detailed background on
the region''s culture, cuisine, wine, festivals and
history.
Lonely Planet Europe
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Wine Trails
Châteaux of the Loire
A Little Tour in France
Lonely Planet Rome is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Channel
your inner gladiator at the Colosseum, spend hours
wandering the vast Vatican Museums, or toss a coin
and make a wish at Trevi Fountain; all with your
trusted travel companion.
With stories of 50 incredible hiking routes in 30
countries, from New Zealand to Peru, plus a further
150 suggestions, Lonely Planet’s Epic Hikes of the
World will inspire a lifetime of adventure on foot.
From one-day jaunts and urban trails to month-long
thru-hikes, cultural rambles and mountain
expeditions, each journey shares one defining
feature: being truly epic. In this follow-up to Epic Bike
Rides and Epic Drives, we share our adventures on
the world’s best treks and trails. Epic Hikes is
organised by continent, with each route brought to
life by a first-person account, beautiful photographs
and charming illustrated maps. Additionally, each
hike includes trip planning advice on how to get
there, where to stay, what to pack and where to eat,
as well as recommendations for three similar hikes in
other regions of the world. Hikes featured include:
Africa & the Middle East: Cape Town’s Three Peaks
(South Africa) Kilimanjaro (Tanzania) Camp to Camp
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in South Luangwa National Park (Zambia) Americas:
Angel’s Landing, Zion National Park (USA) Skyline
Trail, Jasper National Park (Canada) Concepción
volcano hike (Nicaragua) Asia: 88 Sacred Temples
of Shikoku Pilgrimage (Japan) Markha Valley (India)
Gubeikou to Jinshanling on the Great Wall (China)
Europe: Wordsworth’s Backyard: Dove Cottage and
around Rydal and Grasmere (UK) Alpine Pass Route
(Switzerland) Camino de Santiago (Spain) Oceania:
Sydney’s Seven Bridges Walk (Australia) The
Routeburn Track (New Zealand) Kokoda Track
(Papua New Guinea) About Lonely Planet: Lonely
Planet is a leading travel media company and the
world’s number one travel guidebook brand,
providing both inspiring and trustworthy information
for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past
four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travellers. You’ll also find our
content online, on mobile, video and in 14
languages, 12 international magazines, armchair
and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important
Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical
edition.
Inside Lonely Planet's Experience France you'll
travel through vibrant cities, rural villages, majestic
mountains and swanky chateaux, discovering the
secrets to French style, embarking on your own
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study of wines and cheeses and immersing yourself
in history, art and all things la belle France.
France's Loire Valley is arguably one of the most
romantic places on Earth. Where else can travellers
hike a countryside of castles, bicycle to a winery,
dine on fine cuisine in a chateau, and camp under
the stars? All practical details are covered in this
helpful guide. Detailed maps suggest imaginative
outings. A special section provides advice on local
cuisine and selecting the best of the area's wines. A
helpful French language chapter is included.
Lonely Planet Paris
Go West, Inspector Ghote
Lonely Planet France's Best Trips
Chateaux of the Loire Valley

Chateaux of the Loire Valley presents the
Loire Valley s achitectural heritage in
brilliant photographs. Descriptions of
castles and monuments are complemented by
maps, timetables, genealogys of the kings
of France, glossaries and bibliographies."
Lonely Planet’s Paris is your passport to
the most relevant, up-to-date advice on
what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Stroll through the
iconic cityscape, marvel at the abundance
of museums bursting with masterpieces and
savour the moment at a Parisian brasserie
– all with your trusted travel companion.
Discover the Loire Valley - a regal region
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peppered with opulent aristocratic palaces
and ancient towns. Whether you want to
admire the spellbinding Château de
Chenonceau, wander along cobbled streets
in Tour's medieval Old Town, or sample
world-class wines in one of the region's
many vineyards, your DK Eyewitness travel
guide makes sure you experience all that
Paris has to offer. Often referred to as
the "garden of France", the Loire Valley
serves up both an array of glorious
gastronomic delights and a wealth of
wonderful wines. Liberally sprinkled
across its verdant landscape are sumptuous
palaces, magnificent chateau, and historic
towns - there's so much history here, in
fact, that UNESCO declared the region a
vast UNESCO World Heritage Site. Our
annually updated guide brings the Loire
Valley to life, transporting you there
like no other travel guide does with
expert-led insights and advice, detailed
breakdowns of all the must-see sights,
photographs on practically every page, and
our hand-drawn illustrations which place
you inside the region's iconic buildings
and neighbourhoods. You'll discover: - our
pick of the Loire Valley's must-sees, top
experiences and hidden gems - the best
spots to eat, drink, shop and stay detailed maps and walks which make
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navigating the Loire Valley easy - easy-tofollow itineraries - expert advice: get
ready, get around and stay safe - colourcoded chapters to every part of the Loire
Valley, from Anjou to Touraine, Berry to
the Vendée - our new lightweight format,
so you can take it with you wherever you
go Touring the country? Try our DK
Eyewitness France.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel
guide publisher Discover the freedom of
open roads with Lonely Planet's France's
Best Trips, your passport to up-to-date
advice on uniquely encountering France by
car. Featuring 38 amazing road trips, from
2-day escapes to 2-week adventures, you
can get lost among the snowcapped Alps or
taste your way around Champagne's hallowed
vineyards, all with your trusted travel
companion. Get to France, rent a car, and
hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet's
France's Best Trips: Lavish colour and
gorgeous photography throughout
Itineraries and planning advice to pick
the right tailored routes for your needs
and interests Get around easily - 93 easyto-read, full-colour route maps, detailed
directions Insider tips to get around like
a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe
on the road - local driving rules,
parking, toll roads Essential info at your
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fingertips - hours of operation, phone
numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews
for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks
miss Useful features - including Driving
Problem Buster, Detours, and Link Your
Trip Covers Paris, Normandy, Brittany,
Breton Coast, Lyon, Nice, Cannes, StTropez, Chamonix, Marseille, Biarritz, StMalo, Loire Valley, Auvergne, Provence,
Alps, Lille and more eBook Features: (Best
viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)
Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent
roaming and data charges Effortlessly
navigate and jump between maps and reviews
Add notes to personalise your guidebook
experience Seamlessly flip between pages
Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded
links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in
maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for
quick referencing The Perfect Choice:
Lonely Planet's France's Best Trips is
perfect for exploring France via the road
and discovering sights that are more
accessible by car. Planning a French trip
sans a car? Lonely Planet's France guide,
our most comprehensive guide to France, is
perfect for exploring both top sights and
lesser-known gems. About Lonely Planet:
Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
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company and the world’s number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring
and trustworthy information for every kind
of traveler since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we’ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travelers.
You’ll also find our content online, and
in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine
international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.
Important Notice: The digital edition of
this book may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
Brittany & Normandy
DK Eyewitness Loire Valley
Fodor's Essential France
Lonely Planet's Where To Go When

Offers recommendations for
accommodations, restaurants,
transportation, shopping, major points
of interest, and sightseeing activities
in France.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: the most
maps, photography, and illustrations of
any guide. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Loire Valley is your in-depth guide to
the very best of the Loire Valley in
France. Whether you're on the hunt for
a bike ride through the valley, a visit
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to fortresses and cathedrals, or a
relaxing afternoon shopping at local
markets, our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide
has everything you'll need to
experience the best of the Loire
Valley. Explore old world villages and
storybook chateaux, try local
delicacies and superb wines, or take a
walking tour and experience stunning
views: We have everything you'll need
to make the most of a trip to the Loire
Valley on any budget. Discover DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Loire Valley
Detailed itineraries and "don't miss"
destination highlights at a glance.
Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of
important sights. Floor plans and
guided visitor information for major
museums. Guided walking tours, local
drink and dining specialties to try,
things to do, and places to eat, drink,
and shop by area. Area maps marked with
sights. Insights into history and
culture to help you understand the
stories behind the sights. Hotel and
restaurant listings highlight DK Choice
special recommendations. With hundreds
of full-color photographs, hand-drawn
illustrations, and custom maps that
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illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Loire Valley truly shows
you the Loire Valley as no one else
can. Recommended: For an in-depth
guidebook to France, check out DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: France , which
offers the most complete coverage of
France, trip-planning itineraries, and
more.
Describes the history, culture, and
environment of the region, and
recommends sights, hotels, and
restaurants.
Lonely Planet's Discover France is your
passport to the most relevant, up-todate advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you.
See the lights of Paris from the Eiffel
Tower, go on a Champagne-tasting tour
of Reims and explore captivating
chateaux; all with your trusted travel
companion.
Rick Steves France
Lonely Planet Iceland
Lonely Planet Normandy & D-Day Beaches
Road Trips
52 Perfect Weekends in Wine Country
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher
Discover the freedom of open roads with Lonely Planet
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Normandy & D-Day Beaches Road Trips, your passport
to uniquely encountering this region by car. Featuring four
amazing road trips, plus up-to-date advice on the
destinations you'll visit along the way, sample Norman
cheeses and get close to WWI and WWII history, all with
your trusted travel companion. Get to France, rent a car,
and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Normandy & DDay Beaches Road Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous
photography throughout Itineraries and planning advice to
pick the right tailored routes for your needs and interests
Get around easily - easy-to-read, full-colour route maps,
detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a local,
avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving
rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices
Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful
features - including Detours, Walking Tours and Link
Your Trip Covers Rouen, Bayeux, Lille, Amiens,
Flanders, Somme, Normandy, D-Day Beaches and more
eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps
prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images
Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
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Choice: Lonely Planet Normandy & D-Day Beaches Road
Trips is perfect for exploring Northern France via the road
and discovering sights that are more accessible by car.
About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel
media company and the world’s number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and
trustworthy information for every kind of traveler since
1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145
million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travelers. You’ll also find our
content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages,
nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle
books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital
edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet’s Best of France is your passport to the
most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Embrace the
sights and sounds of Paris, sample tangy olives at the
weekly market in Provence and explore the vineyards of
Champagne – all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher
Lonely Planet France is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and
what hidden discoveries await you. Grab a cafe creme at a
Parisian sidewalk cafe, take in glacial panoramas above
Chamonix or explore the Champagne-soaked city of
Reims; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the
heart of France and begin your journey now! Inside
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Lonely Planet's France Travel Guide: Full-colour maps
and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you
tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider
tips to save time and money and get around like a local,
avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your
fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating,
sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems
that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a
richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, art,
literature, cinema, music, architecture, politics,
landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, wine Free, convenient pullout Paris map (included in print version), plus over 130
colour maps Covers Paris, Lille, Flanders, the Somme,
Normandy, Brittany, Champagne, Alsace, Lorraine, the
Loire Valley, Burgundy, Lyon, the French Alps, Basque
Country, the Pyrenees, Languedoc-Roussillon, Provence,
Corsica and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet
devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline
maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly
navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes
to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images
Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet France, our most comprehensive
guide to France, is perfect for both exploring top sights
and taking roads less travelled. Looking for a guide
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focused on Paris? Check out Lonely Planet's Paris guide
for a comprehensive look at all the city has to offer; or
Pocket Paris, a handy-sized guide focused on the can'tmiss sights for a quick trip. Authors: Written and
researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since
1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel
media company with guidebooks to every destination, an
award-winning website, mobile and digital travel
products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely
Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious
travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the
culture of the places in which they find themselves.
Lonely Planet's France's Best Trips is your passport to upto-date advice on uniquely encountering France by car.
Featuring 38 amazing road trips, from 2-day escapes to
2-week adventures, you can get lost among the
snowcapped Alps or taste your way around Champagne's
hallowed vineyards, all with your trusted travel
companion.
The Loire
Lonely Planet Best of France
Lonely Planet Chateaux of the Loire Valley Road Trips
France's Best Trips
Wander the lavender fields of Provence,
climb the steps of the Eiffel Tower, and bite
into a perfect croissant: France is yours to
discover with the most up-to-date 2021 guide
from Rick Steves! Inside Rick Steves France
you'll find: Comprehensive coverage for
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planning a multi-week trip to France Rick's
strategic advice on how to get the most out of
your time and money, with rankings of his
must-see favorites Top sights and hidden
gems, from the Louvre and the Palace of
Versailles to neighborhood cafés and delicate
macarons How to connect with local culture:
Stroll through open-air markets in Paris, bike
through rustic villages, and taste wines in
Burgundy and Bordeaux Beat the crowds,
skip the lines, and avoid tourist traps with
Rick's candid, humorous insight The best
places to eat, sleep, and relax with a glass of
vin rouge Self-guided walking tours of lively
neighborhoods and incredible museums Vital
trip-planning tools, like how to link
destinations, build your itinerary, and get
from place to place Detailed maps, including
a fold-out map for exploring on the go Useful
resources including a packing list, French
phrase book, historical overview, and
recommended reading Updated to reflect
changes that occurred during the Covid-19
pandemic up to the date of publication Over
1,000 bible-thin pages include everything
worth seeing without weighing you down
Coverage of Paris, Chartres, Normandy, Mont
St-Michel, Brittany, The Loire, Dordogne,
Languedoc-Roussillon, Provence, The French
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Riviera, Nice, Monaco, The French Alps,
Burgundy, Lyon, Alsace, Reims, Verdun, and
much more Make the most of every day and
every dollar with Rick Steves France.
Planning a one- to two-week trip? Check out
Rick Steves Best of France.
Buckle up for the next installment in our
'Epic' series and the follow-up to Epic Bike
Rides of the World. Epic Drives of the World,
a beautiful hardback, showcases 50 of the
greatest road trips on Earth, from classic
routes in America, Australia and Europe, to
incredible adventures in Asia and Africa.
Organised by continent, each route features a
first-hand account, awe-inspiring
photographs, illustrated maps and practical
advice on when to go, how to get there,
where to stay and what to eat. From Hawaii's
Hana Highway and Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh
Road, to Utah's National Park Circuit and
Germany's Black Forest High Road, Epic
Drives of the World will inspire any motorist
to hit the open road. African and Middle East
drives include: The self-drive Safari (Zambia)
Crossing the Kalahari (Botswana) Passing
over the Panorama Route (South Africa)
Marrakesh to Taroudannt (Morocco) Cruising
Clarence Drive (South Africa) The Americas
drives include: The Highway to Hana in
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Hawaii (USA) The Salar de Uyuni (Bolivia)
The Pacific Coast Highway (USA) Crossing
the Carretera Austral (Chile) Canada's
Icefields Parkway Asia drives include: On the
trail of Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam) Crossing the
Kathmandu Loop (Nepal) Hightailing from
Thimphu to Gangtey (Bhutan) South Korea:
From top to toe The road from Srinagar to
Manali (India) Europe drives include: Black
Forest High Road (Germany) The Wilds of
Abruzzo (Italy) Croatia's Adriatic coast
Norway's west coast The Magic Circle
(Iceland) Oceania drives include: Southern
Alps explorer (New Zealand) The Great
Ocean Road (Australia) Northland & the Bay
of Islands (New Zealand) Following the
Captain Cook Highway (Australia) Alice
Springs to Darwin (Australia) About Lonely
Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel
media company and the world's number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both
inspiring and trustworthy information for
every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the
past four decades, we've printed over 145
million guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120
languages, and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travellers.
You'll also find our content online, and in
mobile apps, video, 14 languages, 12
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international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more, enabling
you to explore every day. Lonely Planet
enables the curious to experience the world
fully and to truly get to the heart of the
places they find themselves, near or far from
home. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 winner in
Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet
guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New
York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands.
It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the
world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important
Notice: The digital edition of this book may
not contain all of the images found in the
physical edition.
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel
guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s Europe on a
Shoestring is your passport to having big
experiences on a small budget, offering the
most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to
see and skip, what hidden discoveries await
you, and how to optimise your budget for an
extended continental trip. Hit the streets and
free museums of one of the world’s greatest
capital cities, London; soak up history and art
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by day and party by night in Berlin; pick your
Greek island for fresh food and golden
beaches. All with your trusted travel
companion. Inside Lonely Planet’s Europe on
a Shoestring: Budget-oriented
recommendations with honest reviews eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out,
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
Extensive planning tools and budget
calculators Highlights and itineraries help
you tailor your trip to your personal needs
and interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local, avoiding
crowds and trouble spots Essential info at
your fingertips - hours of operation, phone
numbers, websites, transit tips, prices
Cultural insights provide a richer, more
rewarding travel experience - covering
history, art, literature, cinema, landscapes
Colour maps and images throughout Covers
Great Britain, Ireland, France, Germany,
Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Scandinavia, Russia, the Baltic Coast,
Czech Republic, Eastern Europe, the Balkans,
Belgium, Austria, and more Useful features:
First Time Europe; Big Adventures, Small
Budgets; Off the Beaten Track; Border
Crossing; Splurge; and Responsible Travel
eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet
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devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF
and offline maps prevent roaming and data
charges Effortlessly navigate and jump
between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience
Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks
and speedy search capabilities get you to key
pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps
and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick
referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet’s Europe on a shoestring is perfect for
budget- and value-conscious travellers taking
a big trip, and is packed with amazing sights
and experiences, savvy tips and
recommendations. Looking for suggestions
from a wider range of prices for a shorter,
multi-country trip? Check out Lonely Planet’s
Europe for a comprehensive look at all the
continent has to offer. About Lonely Planet:
Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world’s number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring
and trustworthy information for every kind of
traveller since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we’ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travellers.
You’ll also find our content online, and in
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mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine
international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely
Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.’
– New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's
on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to
travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia)
*Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK,
USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all
of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet's Rome is your passport to the
most up-to-date advice on what to see and
skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
Explore the Renaissance masterpieces at
Villa Borghese, experience the awe-inspiring,
ancient Colosseum, and walk one of the
world's oldest roads- all with your trusted
travel companion.
Discover France
Lonely Planet Experience France
Holiday Walks in the Loire Valley
Epic Bike Rides of the World
Lonely Planet’s France is your passport to the
most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see
and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
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Grab a café crème at a Parisian sidewalk cafe,
take in glacial panoramas above Chamonix and
explore the Champagne-soaked city of Reims – all
with your trusted travel companion.
#1 best-selling guide to Iceland * Lonely Planet
Iceland is your passport to the most relevant, upto-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Splash around in
the Blue Lagoon's geothermal water, catch a
glimpse of the celestial Northern Lights, or take a
boat trip among the icebergs; all with your trusted
travel companion. Get to the heart of Iceland and
begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's
Iceland Travel Guide: Colour maps and images
throughout Highlights and itineraries help you
tailor your trip to your personal needs and
interests Insider tips to save time and money and
get around like a local, avoiding crowds and
trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out,
shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks
miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more
rewarding travel experience - history, politics,
landscapes, wildlife, literature, music, cinema,
art, architecture, customs, cuisine. Free,
convenient pull-out Reykjavik map (included in
print version), plus over 37 maps Covers
Reykjavik, the Westfjords, the Highlands, North
Iceland, East Iceland, South Iceland, the Golden
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Circle, Southwest Iceland, the Eastfjords,
Akureyri, Hunafloi and more eBook Features:
(Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)
Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent
roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes
to personalise your guidebook experience
Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and
speedy search capabilities get you to key pages
in a flash Embedded links to recommendations'
websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt
dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet Iceland, our most
comprehensive guide to Iceland, is perfect for
both exploring top sights and taking roads less
travelled. Looking for a guide focused on
Reykjavik? Check out Lonely Planet's Pocket
Reykjavik, a handy-sized guide focused on the
can't-miss sights for a quick trip. Looking for more
extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet's
Scandinavia guide for a comprehensive look at all
the region has to offer. About Lonely Planet: Since
1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's
leading travel media company with guidebooks to
every destination, an award-winning website,
mobile and digital travel products, and a
dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet
covers must-see spots but also enables curious
travellers to get off beaten paths to understand
more of the culture of the places in which they
find themselves. The world awaits! Lonely Planet
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guides have won the TripAdvisor Traveler's
Choice Award in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, and
2016. 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on
mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of
people how to travel the world.' -- Fairfax Media
'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no
other.' - New York Times Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of
the images found in the physical edition.
Where to Go When answers the perennial
question of the traveller - where is the best place
to visit during every season of the year? Using a
combination of infographics and insights from
Lonely Planet's network of expert authors, the
book will resolve travel dilemmas and present
inspiring ideas for the best places to go
throughout the year.
Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been
offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets
for more than 80 years. Unforgettable artwork,
heavenly villages, and dream cities--there are so
many reasons to visit France that deciding where
to go and what to do can be a bit overwhelming.
Fodor's Essential France takes the guesswork out
of choosing the perfect French experiences by
compiling the top choices chosen by Fodor's army
of France-based writers. This travel guide
includes: · Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds of
hotel and restaurant recommendations, with
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Fodor's Choice designating our top picks · Multiple
itineraries to explore the top attractions and
what’s off the beaten path · Side trips from Paris
including Chartres, Versailles, and Monet's
Garden · Coverage of Paris Neighbourhoods,
Western Ile-de-France, Eastern Ile-de-France,
Loire Valley, and Grenoble Planning to focus on
just part of France? Check out Fodor's travel
guides to Paris and Provence & the French
Riviera.
Lonely Planet Europe on a shoestring
Lonely Planet Discover France
Dk Eyewitness Travel Loire Valley
Epic Hikes of the World

Experience the best of France. We've selected the most
iconic sights and incredible places so you can enjoy the
real France with the minimum fuss. Discover guides are
travel made easy, with Lonely Planet's trademark insider
tips, helpful maps and destination expertise. All the mustsee sights and unmissable experiences ; Colour-coded
design makes it easy to find what you need - no matter
what your budget ; Local experts uncover the secrets of
France's best-known attractions ; Tailored itineraries
help you make the most of your time.
Presents itineraries for thirty-nine road trips in France,
including excursions through Normandy, the Loire
Valley, Provence, the Dordogne, and the Alps.
Lonely Planet's Europe is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and
what hidden discoveries await you. Sip champagne at the
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top of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, marvel at the
Hermitage masterpieces in St Petersburg, and explore
Prague's neighbourhoods– all with your trusted travel
companion.
39 Amazing Road Trips
Lonely Planet Rome
The Rough Guide to the Loire
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